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Nowadays, awareness of the impact of performed academic research not only within science, 

but also on the society, is of increasing importance. This addendum is intended to address the 

societal and economical relevance of the research performed during this PhD-project. 

 

This thesis addresses two important challenges in the treatment of patients suffering from 

Chronic Limb Threatening Ischaemia (CLTI): revascularization of octogenarians and surgical site 

infection as complication after revascularization. Research on both topics is relevant for our 

society for various reasons.  

As already highlighted in the introduction of this thesis, there is an increasing number of 

octogenarians suffering from CLTI. Due to the overall aging of our society and increased life 

expectancies, the financial load on our health care system is constantly increasing. Treatment 

of CLTI is known to be an expensive therapy and especially in a frail patient group as 

octogenarians with potentially limited benefit from revascularisation, cost-effectiveness 

becomes a topic of discussion.1, 2 The results of this thesis showed that the 1-year mortality rate 

after revascularization is extremely high in octogenarians, making this question even more 

important. Should we revascularize all octogenarians? The predictive risk factors described in 

this thesis can facilitate the decision-making in vascular surgery, resulting in safer and more 

efficient treatment and adequate patient selection. Avoiding costly inefficient operations can 

not only reduce health care costs with positive impact on the economy. It also saves patients 

from inefficient and therefore unnecessary operations with positive impact on the well-being of 

the patient itself. All patients with CLTI should be afforded best medical care, but in 

octogenarians surgery might not lead automatically to the best clinical outcome, especially 

when talking about quality of life.  

Reducing health care costs is also a major benefit from prevention and optimal treatment of 

surgical site infections after revascularization. Avoiding costly re-operations, re-admissions and 

longer hospital stays due to deep groin infections should be aimed and the results of the studies 

presented in this thesis contribute to this aim. 

 

As already implied, the results of this thesis are not only of interest for medical specialists and 

the economic health care sector, but for the patient and its well-being as well. We aim to avoid 
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inefficient operations in a frail group of elderly patients. The results of most recent studies, 

including ours, focus on objective outcome measurements such as mortality and limb salvage. 

We support however the increasing awareness to the fact that quality of life and pain relief 

should be the major therapeutic goals in this group of patients. Available data on these 

outcomes are very scarce and should be the focus of further research. Until results of this future 

research are available, we showed that an individual decision-making with every single patient, 

especially octogenarian, is needed. Patients have to be informed adequately as part of shared-

decision-making and they have to decide what is important for their own quality of life.  
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